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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Division of Home Economics at Prairie View
University, as such, has been in existence since 1918. 1
Before that time the courses that are now considered as
Home Economics were called Domestic Science, and then the
two major areas of instruction were cooking and sewing.
In these two areas of subject matter was included instruction on many phases of homemaking that now constitute
some of the important courses of the present Home Economics
curriculum. For instance, in the earlier days housekeeping
instruction was provided for in the cooking classes, while
today this 1s likewise true to some extent, but in addition
the offerings of the present curriculum have expanded so
as to include separate and thorough means of providing for
this instruction, through the courses in Home Management
and Household Administration.

The growth of the Home

Economics Division has been continuous, and the division
has established and maintained a definite set of objective s
throughout this steady growt h.

1

Fortieth - Pr a irie View Normal and Industrial College
Catalogue, 1918-1919.
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This investigation was begun during the academic year
of 1945-1946 at Prairie View University. The findings are
based upon the opinions of persons who graduated from the
Home Economics Division during the period of 1926 to 1946,and
because those who had at one time or were currently homemakers, might contribute opinions based on experience,
only married graduates were asked to participate.

A few

or the graduates were housewives at the time they were in
school while others were married subsequently. A sampling
of these persons was asked to state their opinions as to
the functional values which they considered they had
received from their college home economics training. They
were asked if they believed that their training had helped
them to solve real home problems that might be related to
certain phases of the major technical courses which make
up the home economics curriculum.
According to Webster,"an opinion is what one believes or thinks about something which adds up to an idea,
impression, Judgment or viewpoint." An opinion does not
imply the definiteness or weight of a conviction nor is it
1
as strong as positive knowledge.
Gallop, whose opinion

1

A Merriam-Webster. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. 5th
Edition 1939.
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studies have served as a basis tor taking poll of public
opinion, quoted from de Montaigne, the eminent sixteenth
century philosopher, as follows, "Public opinion is a power1
tul, and unmeasurable party."
The writer realized that it might prove to be an exceedingly difficult task to evaluate the opinions obtained
from the graduates but it was believed that such opinions
secured trom homemakers might prove highly significant from
the point of view ot curriculum study in spite or the tact
that one might question their reliability and validity fran.
the standpoint of statistical methods.

In the last analysis

the feelings or opinions of the graduates should be weighed
carefully when determining whether college instruction has
helped them to solve some of lif&s practical problems.
The investigator believed that these opinions would
reveal many problems commonly encountered by the homemakers,
and that one might be justified on the basis of these opinions
and suggestions to study them with the idea o~ attempting to
more adequately prepare future graduates to cope with and
solve these and other related problems and thereby improve
family living.

Improvement in family life on all levels and

by all ages of participants 1s a recognized objective ot

1

George Gallop. "Measurement of Public Opinion." Current
History:51:23-6. February, 1940.
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education, and one to vaiioh home economics should make a
substantial contribution.

Some or the social ills now

artecting the home, such as unbalanced budgets, 1nsuttioient
funds, inferior and unattractive clothing, the high cost ot
clothing tor members of the family, scarcity of toods, and
Juvenille delinquency constitute a direct challenge to workers in home economics.

One is often tempted to ask whether

or not much or the instruction offered has failed to accomplish this important outcane.

According to much of the

current liter ature, it is an expressed desire of education
and the aim or educators to help to attain improved family
living as nearly as possible, and in the lives of as many
people as facilities and time may permit.
Since 1921 there has been an increase in the number ot
college graduates going into homemak ing both as teachers
1

am homemakers.

Home economics, as it is now called, has

long been concerned with the material side of family living,
food, shelter, and clothing, as t hese items make for satistying life.

But only comparatively recently have the more

intangible or human values be en included in the instruction
as integral parts of the program of family living.
"The family may be looked upon as a small social
unit which provides tor the physical, mental, moral
and spiritual welfare of its members.
Under normal
circumstances the earnings of the father procure

1

A. L. Marlott. "Adjusting Home Economics to Changing Conitions or Home Life". 47th Annual Proceedings of Land-Grant
Colleges and Universities. 1937. Page 227.
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adequate food, clothing and shelter for all members
or t he family. These material things are not an
end in themselves, but the founda tions on which something of true value may be erected. The necessities
or lite provided by the father must be administered
in an orderly r ashion. This household organization
(in virtue of which the house is kept neat and in
order, meals are well prepared and served with fair
promptness at a specified time and clothing is properly oared tor ) is ordinarily the function of the mother.
If those things are properly organized, there is a
background of physical com.fort and mental peace in the
home in which it is possible for the child to develop
mentally, physically, morally, and spiritually, ani
attain to a full share or normal human happiness."
The family is considered as the basic unit of society,
and as such influence greatly the progress and growth or
each community and the nation. If this is accepted as true,
it seems then, that the family and the home must be prepared
to meet and solve life's problems such as are brought about
and affected by a challenging society.
It is believed by many people that the changing economic
and social conditions must be recognized and used by schools
as guide patterns tor teaching programs concerned with living.
It follows, then, that teaching for home and family living
must be so planned and organized as to develop desirable
managerial ability along with factual information. The
homemakers need all of the assistance which science can give
them if they are to effectively provide for the feeding,
housing, clothing and education of the family. Many definitions of home economics include this phrase, "Home eoo-

l

Thom.as Verner Moore, M. D. "Family Organization and Mental
Problems". Living. Vol. II, Number 4, November, 1940. p. 100.
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nomics is the science and art dealing 'Wi. th homemaking," 1
hence, home economics problems are of utmost importance tor
science touches lite from many angles.

In 1921 home eco-

nomics was defined by the American Home Economics Association as:"A distinctive subject of instruction, including
the economic, sanitary, and aesthetic aspects of food,
shelter and clothing, as concerned with their selection,
preparation, and use by the family in the home or by other
2

groups of people."

This definition takes in all important

phases of family living.
The writer assumed that this i nvestigation would reveal
many of the most pertinent and common home problems of the
housewives.

It was also assumed t hat the steady growth

or the Home Economics Division might be shown by the fact
that the graduates of the last ten years might reveal through
their answers some of the progress that the Division has made
over a period of twenty years .

A.nd also through the depth

or their answers it might be shown that the Division had
also provided them with more knowledge, skills, understandings, and appreciations in the major phases of the cur-

riculum than it did for the earlier graduates .

A study

1

A Merriam-Webster. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. Fifth
Edition. 1939.
2

Lita Bane and Mildred R. Chapin. Introduction to Home
Economics. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 1945.
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of the curriculum and course descriptions in the catalogues,
sho~s that the Division had attempted to include more and
newer trends as well as to improve methods ot approach, and
also to include a broader array ot courses and subjects
throughout the years.
Such a study as this is intended to bring to light
the help which the graduates teel that they have gained or
the help that they would have liked to have gained as a
result of tour years study.

It is hoped that the con-

clusions may prove meaniD8fUl enough to be used as a basis
tor recommendations and suggestions to those in charge or
curriculum study, and if this is true, tijen the problem
may have se!'Ved a useful purpose.

This information along

with other pertinent suggestions may enrich the divisional
offerings.

The study may also reveal that a wider pro-

vision ot ex:teriences to care for individual differences
in needs and interests is desired.
It is hoped that the study will serve as the first
in a serieE of related studies that may be made with the
hope of enriching and improvill8 the curricu1um.

The

writer did not find a record of any similar study that
had been made ot the Prairie View Home Eoonomics Division.

CHA.Pl'ER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A

study of the reviewed literature indicated that

investigators over a long period or time have been interested
in the opinions of homemakers regarding their everyday
problems.
Mathewson states that the College or Home Economics at
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. (15), as early ae 1925 became interested in the value its graduates received from home
economics training which might be used in t he solution or
family and home problems for it was in 1925 that a questionnaire- letter was sent to the alumnae or the college.

The

questionnaire was in the form of an informal letter and asked one major question: "Would child training courses have
been or value to you?"

The report indicated that no ohila

training courses had been included in the Home Economics
curriculum before 1925.

The report revealed that practically

all or the women who participated in the study answered in
the affirmative, and many added their own opinions, most ot
which were mainly that behavior problems of children were
the most dirticult ones With which they had to deal.

The

women reported that they needed help with these and other
problems concerning child care and guidance and they felt
that the College of Home Economics at Cornell could render a
great service to ~uture graduates by offering courses in
child training.
8

9
Childs (17) conducted an investigation in 1932 on
the homemaking problems ot women Who had lett school before
graduation.

She tound that these women telt that their

major problems were: handling ditricult behavior problems
ot young children; lack or social poise; health problems
ot the temily; reeding and caring tor babies; budgeting;

and management problems or a well- organized home.

The

women reported that they believed they would have been
better prepared to solve these and other problems had they
graduated trom college.

They also reported that they felt

that they might have been able to make greater community
contributio~s had they finished college.
Ferris and Sherborn (18) reported on a study which
was made in 1937 at the University ot Kansas.

Three

hundred and fifty (350) questionnaires were sent to married
women who were graduated trom the University or Kansas,
between 1909 and 1937.

The purpose of the study was,

t1rst; to discover the opinions of these three hundred and
titty (350) married women graduates as to how they believed
the courses which they had taken at the University of
Kansas had contributed to the various aspects ot their
domestic lives; and secondly, to obtain their opinions as
to the most pressing needs ot the American home.

Two

hundred and tirty-seven (257) women who replied ~tated
that they t'elt that the University could otter greater

10

services to the American home by first, practical establishing, financing and management of the home; second,
domestic relations of the members of the family, such as
marriage, preparental training, ethical culture; third,
ohild study (including care and training); fourth,
health of the family including feeding, sanitation and
illness; and fifth, scientific knowledge of heredity and
reproduction.
Hadley with Brown (20) conducted an investigation
at the University of Minnesota on the opinions of mothers
regarding the aspects of child development that should be
the common knowledge of potential homemakers. The purpose
of this investigation was to try to arrive at some adequate
basis for changes which were contemplated in the home economics curriculum. On the basis of the replies of the
eighty-three (83) women who took part in the study the
following aspects were outstanding: more topics concerning
the special care of the new baby; more information on feeding the baby and child; knowledge related to the avoidance

of illness and diseases of the child; and, care of the
child during illness . These women felt that they also
had a great need for more information on mental and emotional development as well as the educational training
of the child; specific techniques for care of pre-school
children; and a development of subjects on care of mothers
during pregnancy and confinement.

11

The investigator was able to find only a tew opinion
studies 1n home economics end related tields ot recent
dates, however, the studies reviewed indicate that homemakers teel that the colleges and universities could have
better prepared them to be efficient homemakers and ably
competent to solve many ot their home problems.

The women

also made many suggestions and ottered items that might be
used in improving college or university courses.

12

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
This investigation, made in 1946, was based on the
opinions or married graduates as to the value that their
college home economics courses had had in helping them to
solve some or their specific home problems, effectively.
One hundred and five (105) questionnaires together with
letters were sent to married graduates or the University

Home Economics Division. The graduates were asked to return
the questionnaires within three (3) weeks for it was believed
that such a period would allow sufficient time for the housewives to answer and return the questionnaires.

A

self-

addressed stamped envelop was sent along in which to return
the form.
The purposes of the questionnaire was, first: to secure
the opinions of the homemakers as to what contributions had
been made, and in what courses these contributions had been
made

by the home economics curriculum in aiding them in the

solution or various problems that they meet daily in home and
family life; and second, to obtain the opinions or the homemakers also on the most pressing problems that they believed
now confront them in managing their homes; and last, to secure
their opinions as to ways in which the Home Economics Division
might contribute in better utlization or functional subject
matter to prospective graduates in their efforts toward secur-

13

ing richer and more satisfying home lives tor themselves
e.nd their families.
Questions were used which, it answered, would give
information on all or the major technical and related areas

ot instruction that make up the home economics cu1Ticulum.
These major areas are: Foods and Nutrition; Clothing, Construction, Design and Textiles; Home Management; Child
Development an..d Care; The Family; Psychology; Natural and
Social Sciences; and Mathematics. (See Appendix-Exhibit A)
A

large number or questions was drawn up tor each or the

technical and related subject matter areas.

The ideas and

suggestions came trom some ot the text and reference books
used as a basis tor instruction on the mentioned areas as
well as tran some journals and magazines that are used by
home economics students regularly.

This preliminary \\'Ork

gave a large number of questions which were v.orked and reworked, studied t:11.d discussed and finally organized into
what were felt to be the most important items.

~estions

tor each area were a1Tanged in a group , for an example, all
of the items on Foods and Nutrition were placed together
tor it was believed that this arrangement would allav for
more clarity and ease in answering the questions and likeWise tor facility in tabulating the responses. (AppendixExhibit B)

As has been previously stated the questionnaires were
sent to one hundred and tive (105) graduates who were married

14

at the time or graduation, or who married subsequently.
This number was used because these were the only ones tor
whom complete addresses could be obtained, trom the tiles
or the Director ot the Division ot Home Economics, and from
the .University Registrar's office and trom friends.
} , ...

A form

\

letter explaining the nature and importance of the study
was sent along with each questionnaire. (See AppendixExhibit C)

Fitty-tour (5li) ot the questionnaires were

returned.

While this is an adequate sampling according to
1
2
Al.mack and Brown, it was believed that the returns would
have been much higher had the questionnaires not been sent
in July which was vacation end summer school time for many
~

the expected respondents.
For ease in tabulating the intorDlltion the graduates

were organized into two (2) groups: those from 1926-1940,
were in Group I and Group II was made up or those of 1941F.ach group then was furt her divided into those

1945.

graduates with children and those without children.
Responses were recorded on master tabulation sheets;
findings were complied, studied and discussed with adequate
tables.

SUDDDary and recommendations were also made in the

l

John C. Almaok. Research and Thesis Writi~, Houghton
Mifflin and Companf. Boston. 1935. Pages 2 1-13.
2

Clara M. Brown. EYaluat1on and Investigation in Home
Economics, F. s. Crotts and Company. New York. l941. Pages
272-75.
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light or the information round.

The reoommendat1ons made by

these women were believed to have been needed improvements
to the present Home Eoonom.1cs Division.

These reoommendat1ons

were made in the following areas: ~oods and Nutrition; Clothing Construotion and Care; Group Membership; and Consumer
Education.

◄

CH.lPl'ER

r.v

FINDINGS .A.ND DISCUSSION

Ez:perts in the management ot homes believe that it
one is to be suoceaeful in establishing and maintaining a
full, rich and happy family lite, one must be able to solve
many and various kinds or problems.

The investigator was

interested in knowing whether or not sane home economics
graduates were of the opinion that they bad found tour years

or college training valuable in the solution ot many everyday home problems.

A. detailed questionnaire was sent,

therefore, early in the study, to one hundred and five (105)
graduates, tirty-tour (54), or 51~ ot whom returned them.
~s has been previously stated the questionnaire was made
up or items that were concerned With specific problems
believed to be common to many families.

These questions

were drawn from the many major areas or instruction in the
Home Economics Division.

Such questions as those concerning

meal planning, reeding problans and food service; sewing

tar the family and care of the family's clothing; care ot
the children and other problems at rearing children; and,
also management of the house were used to make up the form.
These married graduates were asked to give their opinions
on the help which they believed they had received from
tour years ot college training in home economics.
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In

l?

addition, they were asked to state their opinions and to
give suggestions and recommendations for improvements and

additions to the Home Economics curriculum so that the
Division might lend more help to its prospective graduates.
The questionnaires were separated into groups: the first of
which was composed of graduates from 1926-1940, inclusive;
and the other group was composed of graduates from 1941-45,
inclusive . Each of the two groups then were further separated
into groups composed of those graduates with children who
are referred to throughout the study as Group I-A or Group
II-A, and those without children are designated as Group I-B
or Group II-B, since those graduates without children did
not respond to certain portions of the questionnaire dealing with children.

This is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Graduates in Groups I and II

Groups
I
1926-1940
II
1941-1945

Totals

Divisions
A
B

Totals

N

N

24

20

44

6

4

10

30

24

54

It might well be explained here why graduates over so
many years were given Group I classification, because it may
be seen in Table 1, that Group I covered twice as many years

18
as did Group II.

It was found by a study of the oolleg,

catalogues that the greatest number and most significant
changes in the Home Econanics curriculum during the period
or the study, came attar 1940. (See Appendix-Exhibit A)
The effects of these changes are believed to have been
shown through the responses made by the graduates ot Group
II.

Figures tor Group I-A show that there were tortytive (45) children, ranging in age from seven (7) months to

thirty-tour years.

Eighteen (18) or the twenty-tour

graduates in Group I-A lived in cities,
six (6) graduates lived in rural areas.

1

while the other
Responses rurther

indicated that sixteen (16) of these homemakers were employed in work outside ot their homes.

Just what effect their

employment status may have had upon their opinions has not
been determined.

Twenty ( 20) of the homemakers who had

children stated that there were no other sources or income
besides the salaries or the husbands and themselves (if they

were employed).

Sources of income in addition to salaries

as listed by tour (4) or the women were rental property,
sale o~ raxm commodities and produce, taxi service, and
sewing.

1

Table 2 shows the sources of income for all or

Dallas, Houston, Waco, San Antonio, Texas; Chicago, Illinois;
and Oakland, California.
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It was round tbat in twenty-

the graduates or this study.

seven (27) oases only the husband was employed, while in the
remaining twenty-seven ( 27) oases both the husband and Wife
were gainfully employed outside the home.

Only six (6), all

listed under Group I, ot the graduates listed other sources or
income than salary and wages.
Table 2. Sources ot Income For Fitty-Four
Families
Sources ot' Income
Other than
Husband Wife and salaries
Husband
Sal.ary

Groups

N

N

N

I

18

26

6

II

9

l

0

27

27

6

Total

A

study or the data revealed that twenty-two (22)

or

the

women in Group I-A felt that they had met perplexing problems
in the reeding ot their families.

It was round that many or

the women had experienced some of the same reeding problems
with their families, while some others listed problems not
mentioned by any one else.

These graduates were asked to in-

d1cate whether they believed that they had canpletely or
partially solved their family reeding problems or whether they

were still unsolved.

It was revealed that these graduates

had partially or completely solved their feeding problems that

20

involved selecting foods ror family's individual likes and
dislikes, wise use ot left-overs, preparing food delicacies
and foods tor teas, bridge, and large groups ot men, as well
as making satisfactory use ot the various methods or food
preservation.

However, many feeding problems were yet un-

solved, such as: keeping the rood budget down yet serving
nutritious meals; cooking tried foods and pastries that could
be fed to children; preparing roods for semi-invalids; and,
serving quick, nutritious meals (this problem was canmonly
encountered by the employed homemakers).
It was assumed that many or the present day food prob1-ems ot families are outgrowths or war and a post-war period,
in which there are scarcities, higher food prices, and lower
These problems may have been rurther

standards and brands.

complicated by the appearance on the market ot newer foods,
and new suggestions tor reeding families which no doubt
influence greatly the eating habits of all peoples.
Seventeen (17)

or

these homemakers were or the opinion

that the college instruction received from courses in foods
and nutrition and related courses in management had helped
them some in the solution of their everyday feeding problems.
Three (3)

or

the homemakers made no response to the question;

and the other four (4) women of Group I-A said they did not
feel that the Foods and Nutrition Department had offered
sufficient help in aiding them to solve their feeding

21

p:oblms.

The investigator included in the questionnaire

a list of suggestions which it used might improve college
instruction in Foods and Nutrition. (See Appendix-Exhibit
B).

These suggestions and ideas came from many of the

home economics journals and magazines as well as from foods
and nutrition books.

The investigator realized that some

or perhaps all of these suggestions might now be in use
and if they had a1ready been included in the courses the
question was should then the emphasis or instruction or
methods used be ditterent than it was when these women were
in school.

It was found that these suggestions and ideas

were checked by many<£: the homemakers as important.

Nearly all of the women felt that if just tour points had
been stressed and given more adequate consideration that
they would have been efficient in feeding their families.
The first, was more experience in food preparation and
service, considering such taotors as, palability and
appearance of food, temperature at which foods are to be
served, and social and aesthetic values derived from meals.
The second point was to the effect that clearer understanding of a foods budget should be given caretul consideration
and especially, a realization ot the advantages to be
derived from using such a budget; third, the average student
needed more real experiences in planning meals while keeping in mind the composition at foods, and the number in the

22

tam.1ly and health; and, finally knowledge ot good food
habits and the methods found usable in oorrect1ng undesirable ones.
Sixteen (16) ot the graduates of Group I-A were ot
the opinion that they had received aid trom their home eoonan1os courses in ocnstructing, without much ditt1ou1ty, a
clothing budget tor their tem.111es, as well as recognizing
commonly used tabrioa by name, distinguishing fabric
finishes, and estimating relative durability of a fabric.
However, tour (4) ot the graduates were undecided as to
how much value could be placed on their college home economics training 1n helping them along this line, although
some did feel that they had been halped in their ability
to recognize commonly used fabrics by name, and also in
estimating the relative durability of fabrics.

Four (4)

ot them replied that they did not believe that home economic• courses had prepared them to solve any ot those
probla:ns connected With clothing, that is to say that 16
percent felt that the courses were taken in vain, so tar
as functional value was concerned.
Twenty (20) ot the graduates had met specific problems
in clothing their families.

Problems ot renovation and

restylill8 were the ones most frequently encountered and the
specific ones were: changing alld altering ready-made dresses;
and making children's clothing from adult's worn garments.
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Other apeo1tic clothing problems were: making underwear;
tailoring garments; and furnishing clothing tor members or
the tamily on a very limited budget.

These women had en-

countered many specitio clothing ir-obl.ems and they also
listed many interest111g suggestions and ideas that might be
used 1n improving the Clothing Department.

They believed

that the Department should provide opportunities tor students to select suitable and durable materials for sewing•
and more knowledge and praotioeJ. experience should be
ottered in the selection or clothing tor men and boys.
It is not surprisi11g that these women believed that the
Clothing Department should better prepare its graduates

tor renovation, alterations and restyling, since many or
the speoitic problElllS which they had encountered were ot a
renovatiDg nature.

A

oourse in knitting was advocated by

sane and others asked that construction of household articles be given more serious consideration.

They wished

they had leamed to make bed spreads, draperies, curtains
and dressing tabla skirts wiile in college.

These

suggestions were listed by the women of the grrup: as many
as nine (9) graduates tholJ8ht that more instruction in
tiDB -saving devices in clothing construction was needed,
(tour (4) ot the nine (9) graduates explained tla t tl:ey
thought that very important because the average homemaker
had little spare time tor detailed work, the other three
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(3) did not give reasons tor listing this suggestion); the
Clothing Department could well reduce the number ot garments
required in the Freshman

and

Sophomore ccurses and in line

with the previous one, that the Departmnt should place more
emphasis on quality than on t he number ot items made.
7our (4) or them did not 11st apeoitio clothing problems, so
1 t was assumed that they could recall none that they had had
to deal

w1 th.

Twelve (12) children ot the torty-tive (45) ot these
homemakers had been sent or were being sent to nursery schools,
because they telt that the children would learn to share, as
well as to become independent, and improve in their social,
emotional, physical and educational development.

The investi-

gator believed that these reasona were sound because six (6)

ot these twelve (12) children were the only child in their
tamilies, and therefore, needed contact with other children

of their age.

Eight (8) ot the children ot this group who

were ot nursery school age were not going nor had they ever
gone to nurse?'J' schools.

Three (3) children had no oppor-

tunity to go to nursery school because there was no such
school

in their community; one mother stated that the school's

schedule oontlicted with the one found to work best tor the
child, and the other tour ( 4) graduates did not give reasons

tor not sending their children to nursery schools.
Eighteen (18) of these twenty-tour (24) graduates were

ot the opinion that the child care training "1:1.ich they had
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received in college courses did not contribute as much as they

would have desired to the solution of problems involving the
employment ot time and energy in work or play, development or
desirable character traits , disciplinary problems, and special
or unusual feeding problems or their children. These graduates
indicated that they felt that more inforznation, practical experience and newer courses might be organized to help graduates
meet these and other problems confronted by many mothers .
Five (5) of the graduates did however, believe that college
home economics had prepared them to deal with difficulties
which they had encountered in rearing and oaring for their children: such difficulties as ununual selfishness, lack of ability
to choose wisely their friends and playmates. A few of the
women felt that they were able to handle incorrect or too
advanced information regarding sex and to control tendencies
toward unwarranted or unjustifiable fear. In addition to the
difficulties listed on the questionna ire two (2) graduates
added that they believed that they had learned how to provide
or develop in t heir children t he self-confidence which t he
children lacked in themselves.
The mothers were asked to state which methods

or

disci-

pline were used tor the children of school age and it was
found that conferences, cutting allowances, deprival of social
privileges, and isolation were frequently used ; while for
children under six (6) spanking and isolation for short periods
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or time were used.

Eight (8) or the graduates listed special

or unusual reeding problems with which they were confronted
in oaring tor their children and the methods :town useful in
solving the problem.

For example, it the child disliked

milk or other roods the flavor was changed; tor combating poor
appetites roods were made more attractive and smaller portions
were served; it eating between meals was approved children
were given crackers and fruit instead or sweets.
The

Family, Nursery School Observation and Child Care

and Tre.ining were the courses that twenty-two (22) graduates in
Group r-~ gave as the ones contributing largely to their
success as mothers in dealing with pl'Oblems arising in the
rearing and oaring ro r their children.

The Young Women's

Christian Association and Sunday School were the only extracurricular activities which these graduates thought had
contributed along the line or helping them in training their
children to develop acceptable social graces.

Only tive (5)

or the graduates listed extra-curricular activities, and it
is interesting to note and not easy to explain that these
activities were all listed by graduates ot 1939 and 1940.
~ourteen (14) graduates were~ the opinion that at some
tine during the tour years or college they had learned which

indoor play activiti es to provide tor their families; five
(5) were undecided, and five (5) others had not round sutticient help ot this nature.

Today much is said regarding
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the part recreation plays as ameana or rehabilitating broken
families, and returned service men who are husbands and rathers.
Recreation rests the mind and then it also gives an outlet tor
frustrations and aggressions.

One learns coordination, co-

operation and many skills through play as well.

The home to-

day is one or the tew places interested in helping to recreate
the members of the family.

Home living must be tiexible enough

to be adapted to the individual needs or its members and also
ingenuous enough to create play situations.
Tennis, sort-ball, baseball, swinging, fishing, hiking,
pionicing, see-sawing, guessing games that involve action,
ring-games and gardening were listed by as many as twentythree (23) graduates ot Group I-A as being favorite outdoor
activities or their families.

Large chairs and tables, music,

cards, balls, cars, and swings were the play equipment _c on-

sidered to be vitally necessary in helping to provide recreation for their tamilies.
It was round that twenty-one (21) or the homemakers
were of the opinion that the Home Economics Division might
otter more practical help to prospective homemakers in the
area or group membership and tamily recreation problans.
Many interesting courses and ways were suggested Which these
graduates believed would help accomplish this goal.

They

suggested courses in marriage counseling, courtship, tamily
living and hospitality,'as well as units on recreational
activities, providing experiences in living for men and women
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ilthough some or the women telt that

in the same classes.

Home Management and the course in the Family had given them
specific help in tamily relationship, each ot the twentytour (24) was convinced that she had needed more help along
this line than she had received.
Nineteen (19) ot these women said they bad experienced
some ditticulties in making adequate savings, and only seven
(7) believed that the courses in Home Management had contributed to their ability to mke and use a budget for the
tamily's income.

Seven (7) women used no set procedure in

budgeting the tamily's income, sixteen (16) set aside money
for major expenditures, and one (1) used a budget scheme
suggested by Kinney.

1

Increased cost ot living, low salaries,

oar repairs and unexpected bills tor children were some ot
the reasons given tor the difficulties which they had experienced in effecting savings.

Twenty-one (21) believed that

they had received no help in college and two (2) ot these
specifically remarked t hat the Economics course taken was not
the type that wruld provide the homemake~ with skills needed
to solve many everyday home problems.
Eighteen (18) graduates or Group-I-A were ot the opinion

l

The homemaker stated that the budget scheme used was by
Agnes M. Kinney and was titled Budgeting.
This budget tom
was published by Whitman Publishing Company, Racine, Wis.
The writer did not see a copy.
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that the Home Eoonomios Division had not provided enmigh
training in the kinds and types, tbe use e..nd care of household equipment.

fyrex, washing machines, electric sewing

machines (graduates betore 1937), ironers, vacuum cleaners,
mixers, juicers, and pressure cookers am pans were the
pieces ot equipment now used by these graduates for which
they had bad no college instruction in use and care.

It

is to be remembered that some of the equipment named was
not on the market nor was it used in homes at the time these
students were in school.
So

much tor the opinions of this group regarding the

technical courses.

There is a noticable contrast with

regard to the related courses tor twenty-two ( 20)

or

the

graduates said that the mathematics and science courses had
proven helpful in the solution of many every day home problems • .

One graduate said the Chemistry ottered should

provide more information on chemical changes or food because she felt that the Chemistry courses ottered vmen she
l

was in school did not greatly benefit prospective homemakers.
As has been explained previously Group I-B of whom
there were twenty (20) was made up of those graduates (19261940) who had no children.

Thirteen (13) of this group

lived in cities, and seven (7) lived in rural areas.

l

Ten

The chemistry courses taken by this group were: Inorganic
and Organic and Physiological.
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(10) were gaint'ully employed, and ten (10) were unemployed
outside the hane, and in only two (2) cases did the graduates
state that there were other sources ot inoan.e.

One home-

maker stated that the salaries earned by her husband and herself, were supplemented by income tram rental property, land
lease, beauty shop profits end sewing.
Each or the twenty ( 20) graduates were rr the opinion
that the instruction in college toods and nutrition and the
related courses in management ottered some help in preparing
them to solve most of the p:--oblems related to reeding their
tamilies.

$ixteen (16) ot the women stated that they telt

that they had encountered perplexing tood problems, two (2)
others believed that they had met no reeding problans, and
the remaining two (2) graduates did not respond.

Many or

the perplexing tood problems ot these graduates were the same
ones encountered by graduates or Group I-A.

This group had

been successful in completely solving certain problems dealing with selection<:£ balanced meals, supplementing diet with
home grown foods, and gaining variety in menus.

Some other

problems however, had been only partially solved; such as
using ot lett-overs; bringing variety in to certain meals,
and preparing meals quickly.
problems however were unsolved.

Most ot the perplexing reeding
They included some problems

requiring special intonnation, such as the preparing or meal.s
tor sick and aged persons; getting the family to eat un-
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tamiliar toods; keeping the tood bills down to a reasonable
level; and, preparing just enough :food tor the two ( 2)
members ot the :family.

These graduates relt that many ot

the suggestions and ideas which were listed on the questionnaire relative to improvement or college instruction in the
Foods and Nutrition Department it used might prepare its
graduates to cope with perplexing rood problems or their
:families, with success.
Se'W!ln (7) graduates ot Group I-B believed that their
home economics courses had helped them to construct and use
without much difficulty a clothing budget tor their :families,
as well as to solve some specitio clothil:8 probleDB; while
thirteen (13) or the graduates telt that the Clothing Department had not o:f' tared enough help in budgeting and meeting
some other speoitic PC'Oblems which they had encountered in
clothing their :families.

Turning shirt collars; tailoring;

renovating and altering clothes; changing designs or patterns;
lining a coat and making work eel buttonholes; caring tor
clothes (especially woolens); and making gaxments for men,
such as shirts, pajamas and house robes were the specitic
clothing problems encountered by practically allot them.
These graduates listed many interesting suggestions tor im-

proving college clothing instruction and some ot these
suggestions have been restated in these terms: more instruction should be given in making usetul household articles;
these graduates stated that they believed, as did the women
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with children, that every girl who expects to be a homemaker
needs mo:re knowledge ot time-saving devices Which can be
used to speed up her sewing.

Because ot their experiences

in homemaking they believed that a great deal less emphasis
should be placed on the number of garments made and considerably more placed on the acquisition ot skill; more intormation
and practical experience 1n designing and tailoring was
desired; more practical teohniques in garment construction;
knitting and crocheting courses.

These graduates also telt

that the Clothing Department might well reduce the number ot
gannents required in the Freshman and sophomore years ot
college and lay a firmer foundation on quality construction.
Only six (6) ot the twenty (20) graduates <:L Group I-B
felt that their tour years college home economioa training
had helped them to know what indoor play activities to
provide tor their families; the other fourteen (14) did not
believe that they had received help a1ong this line.

Tennis,

softball, baseball, horseback riding, fishing, and p1cn1cing
were the favorite outdoor activities in which the families
engaged.

These graduates revealed that they believed that

the Home Economics Division could ofter practical help in
the solution of family recreational problems, and all believed that the Division could otter more help to prospective
homemakers in the area or group manbership.

Seventeen (17)

ot the graduates tor Group I-B were ot the opinion that the
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Home Eoonamica Division should sponsor more group activities
such as, teas, socials, leotures, group discussions and

torums.

They believed also that an ettort should be made

to otter oourses in community and social 1iving, and some ot
them were or the opinion that a course in marriage counseling
and sex, it ottered by oanpetent instructors, might do muoh
to better prepare its prospective graduates to be better
wives and mothers.

No course in college gave than as much

information aid experience as they had needed in the solution

ot tamily relationship problems, however, the course in The
Family had provided a small amount or help and the course in
Home Management had provided some practical. living experiences,
and had taught these graduates to share responsibilities in
group living.

It was the conoensus ot the opinions or this

group that they had learned the art or eliminating some unnecessary friction among members ot the family, through
living with a group in the Home Management House Residence
course.
Fitteen (15) of the graduates had ex12 rienoed difficulties in making adequate savings, and they believed that
the home economics training could have better pmpared them
in the activities concerned with purchasing oommo41t1es and
goods tor their families.

They felt that these experiences

might have helped them in erteotively etfeoting savings for
their families.
Eighteen (18) ot the graduates ot Group I-B were ot
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the opinion that the Home Economics Division did not adequately prepare them to know the kinds and types, and the
use and care of such household equipment as , the el ectric
mixers , electric cookers, pressure cookers and pans , washing machines , pyrex and ironers for these were pieces of

equipment these homemakers now use for which they had no
college training. Some of this equipment was not in use
at the time the graduates of the earlier years were in
school.
All or the graduates of this group felt that the
mathematics and science courses offered to home economics
students had proven helpful in the solution of many everyday home problems . This same opinion was expressed by the
graduates of Group I-A. 1
The discussion thus far has been concerned with home
economics graduates or 1926- 1940 inclusive, who are homemakers . The subsequent discussion shall be based on information relative to the graduates of 1941-1945 who are
homemakers. These graduates shall be designated as Group

II -A, with children, and Group II-B without children. As
previously stated these graduates are the only ones who are
married and for whom complete addresses could be secured
and/or who returned the questionnaire. The number does not
in any way represent the total number of graduates for the
five year period. As is shown in Table 1 there were only
ten (10) graduates who have been placed in Group II .
1 See page 29 .
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Tabulations show that six (6) graduates of Group II-A
had ten (10) child.r an, whose ages ranged from two (2) to
twelve (12) years. Five or the graduates lived in cities.
This agrees with the tacts found with reference to the

earlier graduates, since figures show that of Group I-A
three-fourths of the graduates lived in urban areas and of
Group I-B well over one-half of the graduates also lived
in urban areas. Only one (1) graduate of this group was
gainfully employed, and none of the six (6) stated that
there were any other supplements to the families salaries.
This is in marked contrast to the facts found with reference
to the employment of earlier graduates, and the same is
true relative to other sources of income.
Graduates of this later period expressed their
opinions relative to the value which they felt that they
had received from the various courses in the Foods and
Nutrition area, as did the graduates in the earlier period.
The opinions of this group (with children) shall be compared with the opinions of the earlier group (with children) so that any didderences van be brought out. The
writer does not wish to venture to give a reason for the
differences, as it might be one of several. There was
no noticeable change in aims and objectives, as shown in
the catalog, tor the Foods and Nutrition Department about
1940, however, the writer believes that the courses in
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foods and nutrition that were offered while the graduates
of Group II , were in school, included more instruction in
scientific principles and techniques and provided more
practical experiences with foods than did earlier courses
and thus they could solve some of their feeding problems
1
with more ease. Each of the six (6) gr aduates believed
that the instruction received in foods and nutrition and
the related courses in management partially prepared them
to solve their feeding problems. It is interesting to note
some the perplexing food problems were concerned with
management for dispatch in planning and serving attractive,
wholesome and nutritious meals for the family yet keeping
within a planned spending budget, were important problems.
These women also had trouble getting the family members to
eat salads and fresh vegetables and to drink whole milk.
In contrast to the graduates of Group I-A these women had
partially solved all of the feeding problems which they
listed, and even though it is to be remembered that the

.

number of graduates for this group is small, they evidently
had few feeding problems. This group checked the suggestions and ideas that were listed on the form that, if
used or further stressed, might improve college instruction of foods and nutrition. The i mpression was reached
that these homemakers, like those of the earlier years,

1

The writer was a student from 1941-1945.
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were or the opinion that most or the listed suggestions
might well be utilized and stressed in the Foods and
Nutrition Department.
Five (5) or the homemakers were ot the opinion that
the college instruction in clothing bad been adequate enough
to help them meet some problems in budgeting and in selecting clothing, while the other graduate differed sharply
with them in that she believed t hat her clothing courses
had not adequately prepared her to meet some specific
everyday problems in clothing her family. These beliefs
concerning the benefit received from clothing classes are
similar to those expressed by the graduates in Group I-A.
The specific clothing problems which they had encountered
in clothing their families were concerned, by and large,
with making over of gannents of adults into children's
clothing.
The graduates or Group I-A (those with children) also
found that they were confronted with renovation problems
to provide clothing for their children. There have always
been some renovation problems in one or more or the clothing courses, but the specific ones upon which these women
needed infonnation, probably had not been t aught, nor
could the women translate what they had been taught into
practical application to the problem at hand. One problem was the making or a boy's coat from one

or

his
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father's suit coats; another, the making of children's play
suits from the good material ot worn out dresses.

Some

suggested the addition to the clothillg courses ot instruction
in fancy needle work, which is seldom, it ever, given place
in the regular college sequence; others believed that since
the housewife is usually a busy person, that there was a
need tor more knowledge ot usable short cuts 1n clothing
construction; and the suggestion given earlier is repeated
again, that, perhaps, too many gaments had been required
and this time it was in the Senior Clothing course.
The investigator does not know how many curriculum
changes had bean made in the Child Care and Development
Department e.t'ter 1940, since the catalogues do not show
new or different courses, so it was believed that the content
of the courses themselves had changed.

This was believed

to be true since the responses ot the graduates ot Group

II-A as compared with those ot Group I-A reveal that the
later graduates telt that the Child Care and Development
Department ( the name ot the Depertmen t had been changed
tran Child care and Training), had adequately prepared
them to solve problems arising in the oaring and rearing

of their children.

All

ar

the homemale rs or Group II-A

felt that they could wisely guide their children in the
employment ot their use a: time and energy in work or play,
and thereby, help the children to develop desirable personality and character traits.

It was also brought out that
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most or the graduates telt that they had been able to
cope suocesstully with many of their children's disoiplinary problems.

It was not surprising to note, there-

tore, that Child Guidance, Nursery School Observation,
Home Nursing, Child Psychology, Educational and Adolescent Psychology were the courses which these graduates
believed had contributed most to their sucess in oaring
tor their children since the aims ot t hese courses are
in line with these expressed opinions.

This is in

contrast to the limited number ot courses whioh the
earlier graduates thought had given thElll help.

It it

is true that the curriculum offerings were broader and
more inclusive, it can be assumed all other things being
equal, that these graduates would have been in a position
to derive more benefits than earlier graduates, considering individual appl1oat1on and the native intelligence of
students, as well as proficiency in teaching and other
such variable taotors.
The Young Woman's Christian Association, SUnday school,
Home Economics Club, Dramatic Club, Science Seminars and
sports and games, were the extra-curricular activities
which provided help tor these homemakers in training their
children to develop acceptable social graces.

Most ot

the graduates of Group II-A listed at least one ot these
extra-curricular activities, while it is to be remembered
that in Group I-A only two extra-curricular activities
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were mentioned and even these two were not listed by a
l arge number ot the graduates .

These graduates thought

that more information should be given to prospective
graduates that might be used to help them solve their
tamily recreational problellB.

swimming, tennis, toot-

ball, hunting, basketball, swinging and table tennis were
the outdoor activities enjoyed most by these families.
Table tennis sets, balls, cards, musio, large tables and
chairs, were thought to be vital equipment in providing
recreation tor the family.

It is interesting to note

that most of the graduates throughout the study telt a
need for more help in solving recreational problems.
Home economics students are required to take two (2) years

ot Physical Education, and one wonders if it is as functional as it should be it one is to use it in oaring for
the recreational needs of her family.
These six (6) graduates or Group II-A were also of
the opinion that a course in courtship and marriage, and
one in social problems and family living would greatly improve the Home Economics Division.

The Department or soci-

ology otters courses in Social Psychology, Modern Social
Problems, Community Problems, Rural Comm.unity Organization
and Child Welfare Problems which might be elected by home
economics students.

Several hundred colleges and
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universities otter orurses in marriage and family life,
it seems logical to presume that a course such as
1
the one at Stephens College might cover some or the

and

needs ot home economics students.

This course is con-

earned with on1y one segment of the total marital situation, that of husband-wife relationships and does not
attempt to provide information on child rearing, homemaking , the historical, psychological and sociological
aspects or the family, a nd

marriage and family life courses

such as those that are ottered at Arizona State Teachers
College, and the University ot Southern California might
also be formulated in tm present home economics ourri -

Three of the graduates were or the opinion that
they had met a pressing need tor sex education, tor both
themselves and for their children, and they believed that
if sex instruction had been offered in the elementary and
high schools and further stressed in a marriage course in
college, that they would have been better prepared in the
area or group membership.

Each or the six (6) graduates

stated that they believed that the courses in Home Management , (Household Adminiatration) and Home Management

l
Henry Bowman. "The Marriage Course at Stephens College",
Marriage and Family Living. Vol. III, No. 1. February, 1941.
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Rouse Residence, both of which are taught by Home Economics faculty, and The Family, a course taught by
Social Science Department taculty, had proven valuable
in the solution of many everyday home problems in family
living.
Most of the graduates felt that they had received
some help from the major areas or technical instruction
in home economics. This is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Subject Matter Areas and Courses
Which Graduates Considered
Valuable

Subject Matter
Areas and Courses
Mathematics
Natural Sciences
The Family
Foods and Nutrition
Home Management
Cloth ing Construction
and Care
Child Development and
Care
Education
Economics

Percent or Graduates
Group II
Group I
100.
91.5
91.0
84.0
90. 0

100.
1 00 .
100.
100.
80.0

52.5

9 0.0

40.0

6 0 .0
60 . 0
2. 0

.7

However, many were of the opinion that courses i n
the natural sciences and mathematics had done more to
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prepare them to solve home problems involving the use of
figures and / or applying knowledge gained from the natural
sciences than had the technical courses aided them in
solving problems involving the use of Home Economics subject matter. Only a small percentage felt that the course
in Economics which was offered at the time that these students
were in school had any value in helping them to make adequate
savings or in purchasing goods and commodities for family
consumption.
All of the graduates in Group II- A, as was true with
those in Group I-A, reported that they had experienced real
difficulty in making adequate savings. These women believed
that the high cost of commodities and goods was directly
responsible for their inability to effect savings and, of
course, this could not have been helped through hqme economics training. Some of the graduates were of the
opinion that more courses in Consumer Education would have
better prepared them, provided that these additional
courses had placed considerable stress on selecting and
purchasing goods and commodities for the family. This
group (Group II-A) also brought out an idea not previously
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expressed by anyone, that the instruction should include
intormation on the buying ot the home, as well as the
purchasing ot furnishings, goods, services and equipment.
The homemakers telt that they too had received some
trat ning in the types and kinds, use and care or household
equipment.

The dryers and electric dishwashers were two

pieces ot equipment these '\\Omen used, neither at' which had
been mentioned by any one previously.

Pyrex, and the

elactrio cookers were other pieces or ho11Sehold equipment
in the use and care cL. which they had received no college
training, and this equipment had been listed by other
graduates ot Group I-A and B.
The six (6) graduates ot this group believed the
courses in mathematics and the natural sciences which the
home economics students took had helped them to solve
many ot their everyday home problems.

These graduates

took, Elements of Applied Mathematics 173-183; Inorganic
and Qualitative Chemistry 114-124; Elementary Physiological Chemistry 244; and Biology (Physiology tor Home Economics Students) 304.
There were tour ( 4) homemakers in Group II-B ( w1 thout children) all of whom graduated in the same year
(1945).

Most or these women lived in urban areas , which

has been true tor all of the graduates.

They were not

employed outside ot the home and gave no other sources
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of

income besides their husband's salaries, which con-

dition was essentially the same as existed with the other
graduates of this period.
Each of the homemakers believed that the foods and
nutrition courses had helped them to meet some or their
feeding problems. It is interesting to note however, that
only one (1) graduate believed that she had met perplexing
food problems, the other three(3) graduates gave no idea
that they had encountered problems in feeding their families
which is in direct contrast to the information given by
the graduates of Group I-B: therefore, the writer believes
it is safe to infer again that the foods and nutrition
and related courses in management offered atter 1940 might
have been more helpful to students.

It is to be remember-

ed that these graduates had been homemakers for relatively
short periods and they probably had not had time to encounter real feeding problems, and especially so since
they had no children. The two (2) perplexing food problems that had been partiallly solved as given by one
(l} graduate, were: preparing meals tor a person with lowblood pressure, and again the recurring problem or getting
the family to eat fresh vegetables and salads.
These rour (4) graduates also believed that they
had received much usable aid from the Clothing Department.
Similar to the graduates of Group I•B these women made
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suggestions which they thought could be used to improve
college clothing instruction.

Actual experience in up-

holstering, the making of household items (bedspreads,

draperies, slip covers); instruction in time-saving devices
and fancy needle work in the Clothing Department were the
suggestions made by these graduates to improve the depart-

ment.

These are the only graduates who did not express

the idea that they had needed more information in alteration and restyling of garments.

It is to be remembered

however, that these women had no children, and it was
found that alteration problems were greater in families
who

had children.
The Family, Home Management, and Psychology were be-

lieved to have been valuable courses in helping them to
so.lve many family problems.

These women, just as those or

the first group, suggested t hat t bey believed courses in
courtship and marriage relationships might prove to be
valuable additions to the Home Economics curriculum.
~s has been mentioned previously since the graduates
of Group II-B had been married for a sh~ t period or time
it is understandable that they did not answer some portions
of the questionnaire, for example, such a question as listing the pieces of equipnent now in use for which they had
no college training in use and care.
not set up housekeeping.

Probably some had
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'The investigator believed that in order to present
a clearer picture to the readers two (2) items on the
questionnaire should be discussed tor the entire group,
beliefs on the value attached to assigning grades, and
also the value ot earlier training, which may have been
home training or high school homemaking courses. These
two subjects were believed to be or importance, and the
opinions might prove valuable. Since marks and grades
determine to a large extent the placement individuals

receive in lite, the investigator or this study was
interested in ·securing the opinions of homemakers as to
the value they telt they could place on marks earned while
in college . They were asked to indicate whether they
felt that the marks received were an indication ot benefit
gained from courses.
The value attached to assigning grades and marks to
students bas been under consideration for some time now
by teachers and administrative executives. It is interesting to note that moat of the graduates shared the same
opinion since it was round that fifty (50)

or

the graduates

ot both divisions (Group I and Group II) were of the
opinion that marks earned at college did not accurately
indicate the extent of benefit received from four (4) years

ot college home eoonomics training.
Fifty (50) graduates stated that they did not believe
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that the marks were an indication or benefit received
because courses in Vihich they received the lowest narks
have proven most helpful in solving home problems, and
they also stated that they did not believe the amount or
benefit could be measured by marks alone.

Two

(2) ot the

graduates belonged to Group I, they stated t hat they did
believe grades and marks were an indication of benefit
received because they also considered themselves successful homemakers and they had made good grades while attending college.

Two (2) others did not answer the question.

The other subject tor consideration was the value
these women plaoe4 on earlier training of a homemaking
nature.

It was believed that this matter should be

given consideration because it is often thought that
college work is merely a repetition.

However, tre point

under consideration in this case is the direct source or
sources ot knowledge, skills, judgements and appreciations
that homemakers use in their attempts at being efficient
homemakers.

Opinions strongly support t he view held by

all but two (2) of the fifty-tour (54) graduates who believed that from one-third to as much as three-fourths or
their efficiency as homemakers could be traced to earlier
home training plus high school homemaking classes.

The

other two (2) graduates did not express opinions on this
subject.

This does not seem to mean however, that there
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was evidence of early home economics training in all
phases ot tamily living, such as: budgeting, child care
and development, and the care and use
ment.

or

household equip-

Some of the graduates tor the earlier years (1926-

1g35) revealed that this training was only secured in
cooking and sewing and d:Ld not touch some of the other
areas of the college curriculum.

CHAPTER V

SUMMA.RY J.ND RIDOMMENDATIONS

A study or the opinions of married graduates as to
the value ot college home economics training in helping
them to solve everyday home problems, was made with the
following purposes in mind: (1) to secure the opinions ot
the graduates as to what contributions were made in what
courses by the Home Economics ourrioulmn ottering& in helping them to solve some of the home problems they have to
meet daily; (2) to obtain the opinions ot the graduates as
to the most pressing needs that exist today in their homes;
and, (3) to secure their opinions on suggested improvements
that, it used, might well enrich the college home economics
curriculum.
A detailed questionnaire and letter were used to

obtain the data from one hundred and five (105) married
women, who graduated from 1926 to 1945.

Fitty-tour (54)

or 51% ot the questionnaires were returned.

The returns

were tabulated into two groups: Group I - 1926-1940; Group
II - 1941-1945.

or

the titty-tour (54) graduates, twenty-

tour (24) had children.

Thirty-nine (39) of the graduates

of both groups lived in cities, while titteen (15) lived in
rural areas.

Twenty-seven (27) of the women were gaintully

employed outside of the home.

Six (6) families bad supple-

ments to the salaries earned by the husband and wife; and
50
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i~ was believed that home economics training had made it
possible to provide other sources ot inoane in several
oases, since these graduates listed sewing, beauty profits,
and sale or tarm pl'Oduoe and commodities as sane or these
supplements.
The questionnaire responses show that these homemakers
had received training in helping them to solve same of their
home problems from their college instruction in the major
areas or the curriculum; such as roods and nutrition and
related courses in management, clothing, textiles and

construction, child care and development, and family relationships, but they believed comparatively speaking more
help was given in mathematics and natural sciences.

These

graduates were or the opinion that they had needed more
help in consumer education, providing adequate recreation
f'or their families, more knowledge or the kinds and types

ot household equipment as well as tba use and care ot tm
same, and probably the greatest need or these women had
been in the solution or their family or group relationship
problems.
It may be concluded tram this study, that the Home
Economics Division at Prairie View has made a serious ef'tort
to prepare its prospective graduates to be suocesstul homemakers, as the ones in Group II who graduated from 19411945 seemed to believe they had received more help trom
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the major areas or instruction as well as tram other elective
courses a.lid extra-curricular activities than did those ot

Group I and this is especially true in the child developmen~
and care courses.

However, the graduates tor each group

did otter suggestions tor improvement to be used in each ot
the departments or the Division.
The investigator should like a similar study conducted
uaing former students who are married but who have had only
two or three years or college training in home economies.
In light ot the suggestions and i deas given by these
women sane reoa.nm.endations are made with the hope that some

ot them m18ht prove usetul.

These recommendations are in

the areas or toods and nutrition; clothing construction and
care; group membership; and consumer education.

Foods and Nutrition:
1. Provide mol.'8 experience in meal planning, taki?l8
into consideration: composition ot tood, the size
and health ot the tamily.
2. Instruct students on making and using a f'ood
budget advantageously.
3 • . Provide more intormation on good tood habits and
the methods round usable in correcting undesirable
ones.
4. Arrange tor more practical experience in rood
preparation aid service, considering such taotors
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as:

a. Palability ot tood
b • .A.ppearenoe ot food
o. Temperature at which foods are to be
served
d. Social and aesthetic values derived
:rrom meals.
Clothing Construction

am

Care:

1. Provide more practical e%perience tor students
in renovation, alteration and restyling ot
garments.
2. Give the students opportunity to select durable
and

suitable materials for seWing, as well as

some knowledge in the select ion or garments tor

boys and men.
3. Reduce the number of requirements tor Freshmen
and Sophomcre clothing classes, and stress

quality construction.
4. Provide more instruction in tailoring.
Group Membership:
l. Otter a course in courtship and marriage counseling with men and women 1n the same classes.

2. Include in the curriculum units on the solution
of family recreational problems.

3. Arrange for the students ot Home Economics to
participate in more educational am social extracurri cu.lar activities that are interested in
.

family relationship problems.
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Consumer Education:
l. More knowledge in understanding the marks
of quality.

2. Include 1nfornat1on on home buying, as well
as information on purchasing household

turnishings.
3 . Ofter instruct ion on management of finance

in the home.
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APPENDIX

EXHIBIT A

CURRICULUM m HOME ECONOMICS
1930-1931
Freshman

First Semester

Second Semester

English••••••••••••• 113
Composition and Rhetoric

English•••••••••••• 123
Composition and Rhetoric

Chemistry••••••••••• 114b
Inorganic

Chemistry••••••••• 124b
Q.ual1 tat ive .lnalysis

Education•••••••·••• 112a
Freshman Orientation

Education ••••••••• 123
General Principles ot
Psychology

Education••·•••··••• 112b
Introduction to Education
and Teaching

Clothing •••••••••• 123
Textiles and Clothing

History ••••••·••••• 102
Constitutional History ot

Mathematics••·•••·• 123a

u. s.

Mathematical Analysis

and Texas

•••·•••• 113a
Mathematica1 Analysis

Mathematics

Physical Education ••

Physical Education •• 122

112
Sophomore

English

•••••• ••••••

213

English ••••••••••·••223a
Journalism

Chemistry • • • • • • • • • • •
Organic

214

Chemistry •........... 224
Organic

Education •••••••••• 213a
Intemediate Methods

Education••••·••••• 223he
Vocational Education

Foods ••••••·•·•••••
Elementary Nutrition

213

Foods ••••••••··••••• 223
Elanentary Nutrition

Physiology •••••••••
Principles

313

Physiology••••••••·•• 323
Principles

Physical Education••

212

Physical Education••• 222

Public Speaking

J\m1or
Second Sam.ester

11rst Semester

Education ••··•··••••• 313a
Classroom Management

Education••••••••·• 313b
Child Psychology

Economics••••·•••·•••• 313
survey ot Economics

Sociology·••·••••·• 323a
The Family

Bacteriology
Genera1

••••••••• 313

Education•••••••••• 333he

H. E. Methods

Clothing ••••••••••••• 313
Children's Clothing

Clothing •••••••••• 323
Adv. Clothing Construction

House

House ••••••••·••·• 322
Management

••••·•••·••·•·•• 312

Planning and Furnishing

Art

• • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 312

Art Structures

Art••••••••••••••••

Art Structures

322

Senior
*Education••••••·••• 4llhe
Home Economics Problems

H. E. Agriculture •• 422

**Education•••••••• 403he-t
Student Teaching

Home Nursing

**House••••·•••• 413 or 423
Practice House and Family
Relationships

Foods·•·•••·•••·••• 423
Nutrition

Parental Education •••• 413
Child Care and Training

Art••••••••••••••••

..
Foods•••·•••••••··•·•• 413
Advanced Nutrition

•••••• 422

Art Color and Its
Application

423

Clothing••••••••••• 423
Problems in Adv.
Clothing

Parental Education•••• 411
Nursery School Observation
Electives·•••••••·•··• a semester hours
as Student Teaching
** Taken either ~emester

* Taken same seme ster

Electives:
Handicraft ••••••••••• 422
Millinery•••••••••••• 422

Adv. Clothing Design 422
Quantity Cookery••• 422

CURRICULUM m HOME ECONOMICS
1941-1942
Freshman
First Semester

Second Semester

English
113 ( 3-0) 3
Grammar and Composition

English
123
Composition

Chemistry 114
Inorganic

4

Chemistry 124 (2-4) 4
Inorganic and Qualitative
Analysis

Psychology 103 (3-0) 3
Elements o~ Psychology

Education 113 (3-0) 3
Introduction to Education

:Mathematics 1?3 (3-0) 3
Elements of Applied Math.

Clothing 133 - Textiles
and Clothing or
Art 112 (0-4) 2

Clothing 123-Textiles
(1-4) 3
or
Art 112 (0-4)
2

Mathematics 183 (3-0) 3
Elements of Applied
Math.

Physical Education

Physical Education

l

3

Elective

3

3

4
Chemistry 244 (2-4)
Elem. Physiological

( 2-4)

l

(3-0)

3

Sophomore
Elective

(3-0)

Education 233 (3-0)
Elementary Methods

(3-0)

3
Foods 213 (1-4)
ElementaJY Nutrition

Education 233 (3-0)
Problems ar Rural
Teacher

3

Physics 103 (2-2)
Household Physics

(l-4)
Foods 283
Food Problems

3

3
(3-0)
House 313
Household Administration

Clothing 223 tl-4)
Children's Cl8thing

3

Physical Education

Physical Education

l

3

l

Junior
First Semester

Second Semester

Education 293 (3-0)
Clasaroom Management

3

English 243 {3-0)
Public Address

Eoonomioa 203 (3-0)
survey or Eccnomics

3

Home Eco. Ed. 363
3
Home Economics Methods

English 233 (3-0)
Public A.ddress

3

Sociology 323 (3-0)
The Family

3

Foods

3

Biology 304 ( 2-4)
Physiology ror Home
Economics Students

4

323

(3-0)

Meal Planning an:l

3

Preparation

Political Science 103
( 3-0)

3

Clothing

3

323
(1-4)
J.d.vanced Clothing

Political Science 203
(3-0)
3
Government or u. s.
and Texas

senior
Home Eco. Ed. 401 (1-0)
H. E. Problems

1

Foods 423 (1-4)
Advanced Nutrition

3

Home Eoo. Ed. 403 {l-3)
Student Teaching

3

History 403 (3-0)

3

House 403 (l-4)
Home Management , Rouse
Resfil ence and Family
Relationships

3

House 46~ ( 3-0)
Home Eco. Ag.

3

Negro History

Parental Ed. 401 (1-4) 1
Nursery School Observation

Education
383 (3-0) 3
Eduodional Psychology

Foods 413 (1-4)
Advanced Nutrition

3

Electives

3

House 402 (0-4)
Home Crafts

Parental Education 413
(3-0)
Child Guidance

Clothing 413 (1-4)
Problems in Advanced
Clothing
Education 363 (3-0)
Adolescent Psychology

3

2

EXHIBIT B
PRAIRIE VI F:,1 UNIVERSITY
Prairie View, Texas
July, 1946

Investigator: Gloria Gerald Warren

Adviser: Miss EC May

VALUE OF COLLEGE HOME ECONOMI CS TRlilHNG
IN HELPING TO SOLVE HOME PROBL:E)JS
BA.SED ON OPINIONS OF MARRIED

GRADUATES , 1926-1945
YEAR GRA.DU&.TED:

1. Number in your family?
2. Residence: Rural ____; Urban

---·

5. A.re both you Sll!.d your husband gainfully employed? Yes
No _ _ _ •

4. Are there any other sources or income? Yes ___ No _ __
It so, list sources:
5. Ages

~

children.

Boys _ __

Girls

----•

6. What have been your most perplexing food problems? After
eaoh iroblem.. write Completely Solved, Partially Solved,
or Unsolved.
a.

c.

7. Did your instruction in :roods and nutrition and related
courses in Management prepare you to solve your problems
related to· :reeding your :family? Yes _ _ _ No _ _ _•

2

a.

Given below an, some prac~1cal suggestions and ideas
that have been thought of as a means ot improving college
instruction in toods and nutrition. Check the ones
which in your opinion might well be used to a larger
ext en, at Prairie View to Jr epare women to meet their
nutrition and foods problems.
a. Knowledge ot tood production and distribution _ _ __
b. Understanding of & food budget and the advantages to
be derived from using one _ _ _ _ __
o. Knowledge of types of food f'ran animal, plant and
inorganic souroes _ _ _ _ __
d. Knowledge ot physical and chemical nature of roods

e. Experience in rood preparation end service, considering such factors as:
(l) palability ot rood _ _ _ (2) appearance ot
food--~- (3) temperature at v.hich foods are
to be served..,...._,..__,,_,,___ (4) social and aesthetic
values to be derived trom meals _____•

t. Experience in planning imals as int'luenced by the
composition of food, and the size and health ot the
temily - - - - - - - - •
g. Standards tor judging adequacy of diets

-----·

h. Procedures used in determining the minimum, adequate
and optimal allowances ot food - - - - - - •
1. Knowledge ot good food habits and the methods f'ound

usable in correcting undesirable ones.

•

9. Did your college home economics courses help you to
construct without much difficulty a clothing budget for
your tamily? Yes _ _ _ _ No _ _ _ _ _•

10.

List some speo1f1o problems which you have met in olothimg
your family. For example, one might be: The making ot a
small boys sun or play suit from your husband's worn
shirts. (WRITE YOURS JUST AS SPECIFICALLY rn THE SPACE
PROVIDED BELOW)

11. Did your training in college home economics prepare you to:
a. Recognize commonly used fabrics by name?

b. Distinguish fabric finishes oommonly in use?
o. Determine construction and prooesses used in making
the tabrio?

d. Estimate relative durability or a rabrio? _____•
12. List suggestions which it they had been used might in your
opinion have helped in making the clothing courses at
Prairie View University more nearly till your and youv
tamily's needs.
a.

o.

e.

13. I t your children are ot nursery school or kindergarten
age, do you send them? Yes ____ No
Why?

----------------------------·
14. Did your college home economics training prepare you to
guide children in the employment or their time and energy
in work or play? Yes ____,,_ No--...----•
Which courses contributed anything valuable to this
purpose?
15. As a result of your tour years training in home economics
courses, do you believe that you are better prepared to
deal with these difficulties that are often encountered
in ohild2en? Check the ones you are able to deal with
satisfactorily and othe~s that you have had to oope with
and have solved that you do not find here.
a. Unuaual selfishness

---------

b. Incorrect or too advanced inf'crmation relating to
sex _ _ _ _ __

o. Demonstrations of unwarranted er unjustifiable rear

d. Lack ot ability to choose wisely their tr1ends and
playmates ______•
16. What methods ot discipline do you use, it any? Give the
a«es of the child tor which the method is used.
DISCIPLINE

AGE OF CHILD

a.

o.
d.

--------------------------·

17. Which courses (or extra class activities) at college in
your opinion gave you help in training your children to
develop acceptable social graces?

a.

d.

b.

e.

t.

c.

18. It you have bad any special feeding problems w1 th your

children, list soma c£ them and give the methods Which
you used in handling the problem, and the age ot tl:m child.

PROBLEM

A.GE OF CHILD

METHOD OE' HANDLING

a.

c.

19. Did your college home economics training help you to know

what indoor play activties to provide to~ your family?

Yes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No

_ _ _ _ _ _ _•

List some outdoor activities that your family engages in,
beginning w1 th the ones most enjoyed by your family, it
possible:
a.
b.

20. What play equipment have you considered as a vital necessity in helping to provide recreation tor your family?
a. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _b. ________ c.
d.

21. Are you of the opinion that your home economics training

helped you to solve your family recreational problems with
more ease? Yes ________ No _____
What makes you believe as you do?

22. Could the Home Economics Division otter more practical

help to prospective hoIJEmakers in the area of group membership? Y e s - - ~ - - - No _ _ _ _ _ _•
Suggest we.~s and/or college courses.

23. What college courses gave you any specific help in family

relationship?
a.
b.

c.
24. Do you think that your courses in Home Management and The

Family helped you to live more harmoniously v4. th your
No
tamily? Yes
What makes you think so?

-------

25. Did your courses in Management contribute to your skill
in making and using a budget for your :family's income?
Yes ________ No ________•
26. Which ot the following suggested budget procedures do
you use?
a. Set aside money for major expenditures

!. A printed form from a publishing company or firm

Give the title

--

o. None

d. Others

27. Do you experience any difficulties in making adequate
savings? Yes _ _ _ _ No ____ What are some or these
difficulties?

28. Did you take any oourse in college which gave you any

usable information on savings? Yes _ _ _ No
Name the course:

----·•

29. Has your home eocnomics training helped you when purchasing commodities and goods f'or your f'Elllily to understand
marks of qual.1 ty as:
a. standards
b. grades

o. labels
d. specifications _ __
e. brands

30. Did your college home economics training provide knowledge or the kinds and types, the use and care ot household equipment? Yes....,._ __,__ No _ _ __
List the pieces of equipment

31. Which pieces of equipment do you now use, for which you
had no college training in use and care? List thsn:
a.

o.
d.

32. On the basis or what you learned in your mathematics
classes, oan you solve most o~ your home problems involving the use of figures? Yes _ _ _ No _ _ __
33. Do you feel that the sciences you had in college contributed to the solving ot household iroblems requiring
an understanding of the natural sciences? Yes
No_,,,...,,...,.,_..._
__
__
What
do_you
think
were
most
helpf'ul?
_ _courses
____
__
___
__
_ _ __

34. Do you f'eel that the marks you earned in college
indicate somewhat accurately the extent ot benefit
which you received from your tour years spent here?
Yes _ _ _ _.,,.._ No ______•
Explain why you
feel as you doa

55. Hem much of' your ability as an efficient homemaker
oan be traced to early home training plus high school

homemaking courses?

EXHI13IT C
PRAIRIE VIEW UNIVERSITY

Prairie Vi evr, Texas
July 12, 1946

Home Economics Division
Dear Housewif'e:

I am making a study, the purpose or which is to determine some of the home problems raced by you as homemakers
e.nd to use the ini'ormation secured as a basis for recommendations tor adjustments and additions to the Home Economics
curriculum, provided the findings obtained are satisfactory.
No doubt, you reel as I do that some of your opinions
concerning the value ot your college home economics training in helping you to solve home problems encountered as a
housekeeper and homemaker, might serve a useful purpose if
they were in the hands of the authoritie s at the University,
so that other graduates might be trained to meet and cope
with their responsibilities more wisely.
You need not sign the sheet; simply fill out according to directions and return at the earliest possible date,
using the stamped addressed envelope provided tor that
purpose.
So that the study may have a better chance for
success, I am earnestly soliciting your complete and prompt
cooperation.
I am deeply appreciative or your b3 lp on this problem,
and desire to extend best wishes for your continued success.

Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Gloria Gerald Warren

Signed: ·
Elizabeth C. May

